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Introduction 
 
The third biennial conference of the New Zealand Labour Laws Association was hosted by the 

Faculty of Law at the Victoria University of Wellington on 27 November 2015. In Issue 41(2), the 

Journal published six papers from the conference. A further seven papers are published here. 

 

This issue opens with an opinion piece by Auckland barrister, Helen White, in which she muses 

on the important question of why some legislative reforms become entrenched and accepted across 

the political spectrum while others remain vulnerable to significant amendment or repeal. The 

paper suggests that reforms that create lasting change need to be “elegant” and well-aligned with 

international and local changes in the way we think about society – but this does not mean they 

have to be weak. The paper uses a number of examples to make its point. 

 

A second paper that bears on labour reform is that by Susan Robson. This paper, based on the view 

that effective enforcement of protections relies on consistency of approach by enforcement 

authorities, considers the implementation and enforcement of statutory protections for those 

members of the workforce having little or no market power. The paper argues that the Court 

currently lacks a consistent approach to the issue of protection, that it appears to be overly 

vulnerable to the way that proceedings are presented and that it fails to consistently privilege the 

purposive approach to the interpretation of statutory protections. The paper suggests that an 

understanding of these dynamics is important to understanding the means by which protections 

are embedded, accepted and institutionalised. 

 

Joss Opie’s paper deals with another area of increasing importance – the work/life interface – and 

in particular the increasing intrusion of work into the private life through smartphones and similar 

devices. Opie argues that the understandings of work, work time and the workplace in New 

Zealand law have to be reassessed to take into account the transformation of these concepts by 

mobile technology. He suggests that decisions will be needed on how best to protect people’s rights 

in this age of limitless connectivity and that, as the duty-holder under the International Covenant 

on Economic, Social and Cultural Rights (ICESCR), which guarantees the right to reasonably 

limited working hours, the New Zealand state needs to take the lead in deciding what to do. 

 

Leigh Thomson and Josephine Bourke address an increasingly prevalent labour market trend – 

unpaid internships – and considers internships in the New Zealand business context. The paper 

poses questions around the symbiotic and exploitative aspects of the relationship, including the 

influence of labour law. It proposes possible options to assist interns and employers develop an 

appropriate, symbiotic relationship, which includes reciprocal benefits. 

 

Amanda Reilly and Suzy Morrissey’s paper argues that the parental leave debate in New Zealand 

needs to encompass the introduction of an independent entitlement to a separate period of paid 

parental leave for fathers and partners. This paper considers the question of the design of such an 

entitlement and concludes that partner leave should be well-paid, ring fenced for “Dads and 

Partners” and at least two weeks long. Funding options are also discussed. 

 

Gaye Greenwood and Erling Rasmussen use the example of dispute resolution in the education 

sector to illustrate a disjuncture between the ERA’s objective of resolving of employment 
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relationship problems close to the workplace and actual practice, where there is a propensity to 

bypass these intentions by confidential settlement negotiation or escalation to a personal grievance. 

The paper suggests that, in education, this disjuncture is a consequence of the complex 

employment and stakeholder relationships in that sector. The paper sets the scene for the 

forthcoming publication of a model for collaborative conflict management that provides process 

guidelines for organisations under the current legislative framework. 

 

In the final paper, Angelo Capuano discusses the meaning of the term “social origin” in 

international human rights treaties and, in particular, its meaning in relation to Australian 

legislation which prohibits discrimination based on “social origin”.  The paper focusses on the 

interpretation of the term by the Committee on Economic, Social and Cultural Rights which 

monitors the implementation of the International Covenant on Economic, Social and Cultural 

Rights. His paper critiques the Committee’s approach and argues that it requires development if it 

is to have relevance and its intended effect (prohibiting discrimination on the basis of “inherited 

social status”) in national contexts, such as Australia.  

Again particular thanks, on behalf of both myself and the authors, are due to Louise Grey who 

edited the papers in this issue of the Journal.  

 

Guest editor 

 

Gordon Anderson, Professor of Law, Victoria University of Wellington. 

 

 

 

 

 
 


